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The demographic breakdown of CAA respondents 
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Gender 

68% 32% 

15% 

78% 

7% 

   15-34    35-64    65+

Age 

23% 

20% 

15% 

10% 

10% 

8% 

5% 

5% 

2% 

2% 

Albert-Eden-Roskill

Waitemata and Gulf

Orakei

Albany

North Shore

Waitakere

Howick

Maungakiekie - Tamaki

Manuwera-Papakura

Whau

Ward 

Employment Household 

Ethnicity 

85% 

10% 

3% 

3% 

2% 

NZ European

European

Maori

Other

Other Asian

12% 

27% 

48% 

2% 

3% 

7% 

2% 

Live alone

Couple without children

Couple with one or more children

Single parent with one or more child

Sharing with friends / flat-mates

Extended family household

Live with adult child/children
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43% 28% 18% 7% 3% 

5 or more days a week 3-4 days a week Once or twice a week

Once or twice a month A few times a year

9 out of 10 report using a bike weekly; 7 out of 10 regularly commute 
by bike 

Q2.4 About how often do you use a bicycle for any reason?  
Q2.3 Is it possible  for you to use a bike to get to work or school (or somewhere else you regularly go)? 
CAA cyclists (n=60) 
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Cycling frequency 

Regular cyclists are defined as those who use bicycles at least once a week.   

70% 

18% 

7% 

3% 

2% 

Yes, I already do
this

Yes, I do this
occasionally

Yes, I could but
don't

No, it really isn't
possible

Don't Know

Commute by Bike 
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3 out of 4 CAA cyclists are confident riding a bike in the Auckland 
area 

Q2.2a In general, how confident are you / would you be in riding a bicycle in the Auckland area? 
CAA cyclists (n=60) 4 

11% 13% 25% 50% 
CAA Cyclists

(n=60)

Not confident (0-4) Neutral (5) Somewhat confident (6-7) Very confident (8-10)

Confidence in riding a bicycle 

Total Confident (6-10) Mean 

75% 7.1 
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4 out of 5 CAA cyclists ride their bikes on city roads / on public 
roads with cycle lanes 

Q2.7 Where do you usually cycle?   
CAA cyclists (n=60) 
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82% 

80% 

60% 

58% 

38% 

35% 

25% 

15% 

2% 

On city roads

On public roads with cycle lanes

On quiet local roads

On a shared path separate from the road

On the footpath

On open, country roads w/ no cycling lanes

At a park / domain

Off road / Mountain biking

At a track or sports facility

Where usually cycle 
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About half of CAA respondents use bus lanes as a strategy to 
navigate Auckland’s roads 
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Q4.15 Cyclists we’ve spoken to have a range of strategies when choosing which route to cycle.  
CAA cyclists (n=60) 

Route selection strategies 

57% 

53% 

50% 

40% 

38% 

23% 

22% 

17% 

17% 

12% 

7% 

Use routes through quiet streets

Use bus lanes

Use routes with cycle lanes

Avoid roads with poor surfaces

Avoid main roads

Use routes with parking restrictions

Avoid peak hours

Use busy roads which flow easier

I take my bicycle by car or public transport

Cycle with others

None
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7 out of 10 CAA cyclists strongly agree that cyclists are just 
another group of people trying to get around town 

Q3.2a Thinking about cyclists in general, to what extent do you agree with each of the following statements? 
CAA  cyclists (n=60) 
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Cyclists are… 
(Strongly Agree, Top 3 boxes) 

72% 

68% 

57% 

47% 

45% 

40% 

30% 

7% 

2% 

Just another group of people trying to get around

No more dangerous than drivers

Fit & healthy

Generally follow road rules

Considerate road users

Like me

Brave

A danger to themselves

A danger to other road users
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4 out of 5 CAA respondents cycle for exercise; 3 out 4 cycle to 
get work 

Q2.5 For which of the following reasons do you ride a bicycle? (Please select all that apply) (RANDOMIZE OPTIONS A TO J) 
CAA Cyclists (n=60) 
Q2.6 If you weren’t travelling by bicycle, what form of transport would you be most likely to use instead?  
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80% 

75% 

73% 

57% 

48% 

33% 

23% 

8% 

8% 

7% 

For excercise

For recreation

To get to work

To get to shops

To see friends and family

To get to some other destination

For sport

To get to study

To get to public transport

As part of my job

Reasons for riding a bicycle 

76% of those 
using a bicycle for 
transport would 
otherwise go by 
car; 46% would 

walk.   
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32% 

15% 

53% 

Cycling about the SAME

Cycling LESS often

Cycling MORE often

Half of CAA cyclists report cycling more this year than last year; 
about 1 in 7 are cycling less 

9 

Q2.8 Would you say that you are cycling more often, less often or about the same amount as you were a year ago? 
Q2.8a  Why more often? 
 

Change in cycling frequency 

CAA Cyclists (n=60) 

47% 

22% 

19% 

12% 

9% 

6% 

For health / exercise

Change of home/work

Other

Have a new bike

Spend time with family,
friends

Save on transport costs

Cycling More
Often (n=32)

Reasons for cycling more often 
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46% 

19% 

12% 

12% 

12% 

12% 

8% 

8% 

4% 

4% 

4% 

For health / exercise

Other

Recreation

Change of home/work

Atlernate to car

Roads are safer

Family / kids

More confident

Save on transport costs

Environmental Reasons

DK/NR

Cycling More
Often (n=26)

53% 

3% 

43% 

Cycling about the SAME

Cycling LESS often

Cycling MORE often

4 out of 10 ACC cyclists anticipate cycling more in the next 12 
months 

10 

Q2.9 Do you think in the coming year that you will cycle more often, less often or about the same amount as you do now? 
Q2.10 a Why more often? 
 

Cycling frequency next 12 months 

CAA Cyclists (n=60) 

Reasons for cycling more often 
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Pre-Primed, 
2% 

Primed, 5% 

Preparation, 
3% 

Change, 10% 

Normalised, 
80% 

Q3.4 + And thinking about cycling in Auckland, which of these statements best applies to you? 
CAA Cyclists (n=60) 
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Segmentation based on definitions 
sourced from Transport for London survey  

80% of CAA cyclists are normalised; 8% of CAA cyclists have 
started cycling but are finding it difficult  

Pre-primed 

I don’t want to or would not consider doing 

this 
0% 

I have never thought about doing this 0% 

I have given it some thought but I am not 

going to do it 
2% 

Primed 

I am thinking about doing this 2% 

I have decided to do this (you have just 

decided but not yet started to do anything 

about it) 

 0% 

I was doing this but didn’t stick to it  3% 

Preparation 
I am setting things in place and / or are 

seeking more information about this 
 3% 

Change 

I have started doing this but am finding it 

difficult 
 8% 

I have started doing this and am finding it 

easy 
 2% 

Normalised 
I am already doing this and will continue to 

do so 
 80% 
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Those changing / preparing / primed rate availability of cycle 
paths as a stronger motivator for cycling (caution, small base, n=11)  

ASK IF D TO I SELECTED AT Q3.4 
Q3.6A From the list below, which reason(s) contribute(s) to you cycling for any reason?  
Base: CAA cyclists in primed, preparation, change, and normalised segments (n=59) 
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Top 12 motivators for cycling 

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%
Keep / stay fit

Saves money

Fun

Environmental
concerns

Avoid parking
hassles

Reduce traffic
congestion

Enjoy the
weather

Saves time

Available cycle
lanes / paths

Spend time with
friends / family

Better routes
available

Make most of a
new bike

Normalised (n=48)

All Others (n=11)
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Q3.8a  Sometimes people tell us there are things that stop them from cycling or stop them from cycling as much as they 
otherwise would.  When it comes to cycling in Auckland, which of these statements applies to you, if any? 
CAA Cyclists (n=60) 
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All CAA 

(n=60) 

Normalised 

(n=48) 

All Others  

(n=11) 

  Not safe on roads 45% 40% 64% 

  Not enough secure places to leave bike 40% 40% 45% 

  Stressful 20% 23% 9% 

  Shower / change is  inconvenient 17% 17% 18% 

  Roads too hilly 8% 2% 36% 

  Live too far 5% 4% 9% 

  Just not practical 5% 6% 0% 

2 in 5 CAA cyclists state lack of secure places for bike storage as 
a barrier to cycling as much as the otherwise would  
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Maps are the most common sources of information about 
cycling; 1 in 3 use the AT website 

Q5.4a Where do you look for information about cycling? (Please select all that apply) 
 (Asked of those selecting 2-6 at Q2.4) 
CAA Cyclists (n=60) 

Information resources 

57% 

53% 

33% 

33% 

32% 

23% 

17% 

10% 

7% 

5% 

Maps

Cycling Organisation(s)

Auckland Transport Website

Friends / Family

Cycle shops

Other website (new)

Nowhere in particular

Google/google map

Other (new)

At work or place of study

CAA Cyclists (n=60)

14 
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6 out of 10 CAA Cyclists believe the current state of cycling is 
poor 

Q4.16 Overall, how do you view the current state of cycling in Auckland? (Please give us your opinion even if you 
don’t cycle yourself.) 
CAA Cyclists (n=60) 
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Current state of cycling in Auckland  

2% 60% 18% 18% 2% 3.6 
CAA Cyclists

(n=60)

Don't know Poor (0-4) Neutral (5) Somewhat good (6-7) Very good (8-10)

Mean 
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2% 

0% 

8% 

23% 

65% 

69% 

47% 

82% 

87% 

90% 

9% 

8% 

22% 

22% 

20% 

12% 

4% 

6% 

7% 

2% 

88% 

86% 

62% 

38% 

Investment in cycling facilities is good value for money

More should be done to promote safe driving around cyclists

More should be done to promote safe cycling

There is sufficient cycle storage at my place of work / study

Cycle lanes in Auckland are of good quality

Motorists are considerate of cyclists

There are enough cycle storage facilities at public transport…

Well-connected cycle network

Sufficiently separated

There are enough cycle lanes and cycle paths in Auckland

Don't know Not agree (0-4) Neutral (5) Somewhat agree (6-7) Completely agree (8-10)

97% 

94% 

84% 

60% 

22% 

17% 

11% 

8% 

7% 

6% 

About 1 in 20 CAA Cyclists agree that there are enough cycle 
lanes in Auckland 

Q3.10 How strongly do you agree or disagree with each of the following statements? 
CAA Cyclists (n=60) 16 

Agreement with cycling related statements 

Total agree 
(6-10) 
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7 out of 10 CAA would prioritise an increase in the number of 
cycle lanes, an overwhelming preference 

Q3.3 What would you say should be the priorities for Auckland Transport regarding cyclists? 
CAA Cyclists (n=60) 
Question asked open-ended with responses coded for analysis 
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Priorities for Auckland Transport 

72% 

22% 

20% 

17% 

15% 

8% 

7% 

7% 

3% 

3% 

3% 

2% 

2% 

Cycle lanes/routes, more, safe, separate from…

Safety in general, safer roads, make it safer, cyclist…

Educate drivers, driver awareness/attitude

Promote cycling, benefits nfi, encourage people to cycle

Design of roads / maintenance

Widen the roads

Educate cyclists, safe cycling/safety promotion, safety…

Harbour Bridge/motorway access

Footpath use for cyclists, wider footpaths for…

Public transport (buses,trains) more user friendly to…

Reduce the traffic

Recreational cycle areas, areas for beginners, children…

Make it easier, less stressful


